
Angelica root has long been known as a healing herb with the ability to cast illness from the body and protect it from harm. It is also associated with Masculine Energy, the Sun and Fire.
Blue Sage has the ability to cleanse just like white sage, but has a softer less harsh more relaxing scent.
Buckwheat hulls used to sprinkle around the house in a circle to keep evil out, similarly to black salt or red brick dust.  Can also be used to cast circles, and is used widely to draw money.
Burdock root has been used as protection with black magic and negative energies.  
Cat’s Claw Bark is mainly used in mojo bags for money drawing.
Catnip has helped maintain a psychic bond with animals.
Cedar leaves have been widely used in many cultures for purification.
Chamomile is particularly useful for those seeking good luck, Chamomile can be quite helpful when seeking love and prosperity. 
Chicory root has removed obstacles in your path.  Directly connected to the sun and air elements as well as masculinity.
Cinnamon is known as a spice, Cinnamon is also quite potent in healing magic, and spells of protection and passion. It is associated with fire and the sun, and often used for meditation.
Coltsfoot leaf is believed to bring wealth, love and luck.
Comfrey leaf has been used for travel blessings and protection.
Dandelion Leaf has been used for wishes, healing, purification and summoning spirits.  
Devil’s Claw Root has been used to reverse evil and curses.  Originally found and used in South African tribes and then was used throughout Europe.
Eucalyptus is commonly utilized in spells involving protection or healing, Eucalyptus has been known around the world for its aromatic and mystical qualities.
Flax seed is well known for its power in seeking prosperity, protection and healing.  Used sprinkled around area prior to divination for clarity in readings and visions.  
Horehound has been used as a protection against magic and has helped with clarity during rituals.  Horehound is sacred to Horus. Placed near front door for protection and used in home blessings.
Juniper berries have been used for love, protection, and attracting positive energies and spirits.
Lavender flowers are often used for spells of love and healing as well as to seek inner peace, or work spells of prosperity and protection.
Lemon balm gentle wholesome scent and often used to break negative energy and neutralize a room or area.
Lemongrass has been long used within herbal medicine, Lemongrass can be helpful spiritually in neutralizing energies and to allow the positive to enter.
Mandrake increases magical power and has been used in exorcism and spells connecting with spirits. 
Meadowsweet has been used in ancient festivals, weddings and has a long history of offerings to the dead, giving it strong ties to any ceremony involving life or death.
Mistletoe has been used for aid in spells, fertility, love, protection, visions, passion, money and business. 
Moroccan Rose Buds is great for spells of love and happiness, Red Rose Buds and Petals are also fantastic for those who seek prosperity.
Motherwort root has been used in many Hoodoo rituals to keep loved ones safe and has been added to ritual baths for protection.
Mugwort is often used to protect against evil spirits, Mugwort is also believed to also dispel fatigue from travelers, aid in astral travel, dream magic and divination.
Mullein has been used for protection against black magic and curses.  Also repels other negative energy, demons and is said to instill courage.
Muna Muna is an aromatic herb native to the Peruvian Andes and also known as Andean Mint and is used for smudging and purification. 
Palo Santo chips, the name means 'Holy Wood" and is used in spiritual rituals for its cleansing and healing properties. It has an uplifting and calming aroma that will allow deeper mediation.
Patchouli is a traditional aid in reversing magic and driving away troubles, Patchouli is also good for divination and spells of passion and love, as well as sex magic.
Peppermint is used in creating visionary dreams and psychic ability, Peppermint is also famous for its fresh aromatic fragrance.
Rosemary is known for increasing memory and being a powerful aid in spells of love and romance.
Star Anise is a well known ingredient in protective and meditative incenses and is sometimes used as a charm for these purposes. It is also connected to Masculine Energy, Jupiter and Air.
Thistle Seed is a potent aid in healing magic and is linked to Mars, and the sign of Aries, and the element of Fire.
White Sage is the preferred herb for smudging. It is tied into a small bundle, lit to create smoke. The smoke is used to neutralize the energy of an area. 
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